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Satellite Space Applications Accepted for Filing

POLICY BRANCH INFORMATION

The applications listed below have been found, upon initial review, to be acceptable for filing.  The Commission reserves
the right to return any of the applications if, upon further examination, it is determined the application is not in
conformance with the Commission's rules or its policies.  Consideration of each satellite application in this Public Notice
may depend on the Commission's action on another satellite application earlier in the queue.  Petitions, oppositions and
other pleadings filed in response to this notice should conform to Section 25.154 of the Commission's rules, unless
otherwise noted.  47 C.F.R. § 25.154.

S2651SAT-MOD-20061109-00137 E

Modification
11/09/2006 16:03:29:63300Date Filed:

New ICO Satellite Services G.P.

New ICO Satellite Services G.P. has filed an application to modify the space station authorization for its geostationary orbit satellite,
ICO G1 (File No. SAT-MOD-20050110-0004).  ICO seeks authority to extend its remaining milestone dates to complete testing and
launch of the satellite as follows:  complete performance test from January 1, 2007 to April 30, 2007; complete thermal vacuum test
from March 1, 2007 to June 15, 2007;  launch satellite from July 1, 2007 to November 30, 2007; and certify the entire system is
operational from July 17, 2007 to December 31, 2007.  This proceeding has been designated as "permit-but-disclose" under the
Commission's rules governing ex parte communications.  See Public Notice, Actions Taken (Report No. SAT-00403, released
November 17, 2006).

S2232SAT-STA-20061020-00124 E

Special Temporary Authority
10/20/2006 12:01:07:81000Date Filed:

EchoStar Satellite Operating Corporation

EchoStar Satellite Operating Corporation (EchoStar) has filed an application to renew its special temporary authority to operate the
EchoStar 6 satellite at the 110.4° W.L. orbital location as an in-orbit spare.  See File No. SAT-STA-20060303-00023.  EchoStar
requests authority to maintain EchoStar 6 at 110.4° W.L. for an additional 180 days.

SAT-STA-20061107-00132 E

Special Temporary Authority
11/07/2006 20:19:24:41000Date Filed:

Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.
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For more information concerning this Notice, contact the Satellite Division at 202-418-0719; TTY 202-418-2555.

On November 7, 2006, Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. (Sirius) requested special temporary authority (STA) to operate one terrestrial
repeater, for a period of 180 days, in Las Vegas, Nevada, at the location and with the technical parameters specified in its application.
Sirius states that it was previously granted STA to operate this repeater in Las Vegas, but that the repeater must be relocated due to the
imminent demolition of the structure upon which it is currently located.  Sirius states that this repeater is needed to fill in gaps in
service of its satellite-based system.  This proceeding has been designated as "permit-but-disclose" under the Commission's rules
governing ex parte communications.  See Public Notice, Actions Taken (Report No. SAT-00403, released November 17, 2006).

SAT-STA-20061107-00135 E

Special Temporary Authority
11/07/2006 20:53:55:96300Date Filed:

Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.

On November 7, 2006, Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. (Sirius) requested special temporary authority (STA), for a period of 180 days, to
operate repeaters with power levels of 200 watts equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) and 0.0001 watts EIRP at trade shows
in various cities, beginning as early as December 31, 2006, and running through June 29, 2007, as set forth in Exhibit A to the request.
Sirius states that the repeaters will be used for demonstrations at trade shows for periods of 4 -16 days at a time.  Sirius states the
repeaters are necessary to provide quality reception inside trade show venues, due to signal blockage from walls and ceilings.  This
proceeding has been designated as "permit-but-disclose" under the Commission's rules governing ex parte communications.  See Public
Notice, Actions Taken (Report No. SAT-00403, released November 17, 2006).
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